
Facilities are awash with cost 
optimization opportunities1.

Insightful solutions for intelligent real estate and facilities management
Several common challenges 
face building operators2.
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of large capital projects are 
over budget80%

of current budgets allocations 
may be needed to cover 
deferred maintenance costs10x

of building income can be 
consumed by operating costs 47%

of commercial space is 
underutilized30-40%

Rising real estate costs 
account for the 2nd highest 
organizational cost item

Occupants expect a more 
engaging workplace to enjoy and 
increase productivity

Silo’ed information systems 
make space usage patterns 
difficult to understand

Increasing IoT adoption is 
leading to data overload 

Maturation of technology is
bringing buildings to life3.

Transformative technology trends...

...meet space usage and workplace 
imperatives

Connectivity Mobile Digitization Cloud AI

Sustainability Office Design
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Facility 
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Co-working

Introducing IBM TRIRIGA
Real Estate and Facilities 
Management solution

4.

Improve the performance of real estate & 
facility management through TRIRIGA.  
Finance and real estate strategists make more 
informed decisions;  bringing increased value 
to their organizations through identification of 
high-return real estate transactions, increased 
facilities utilization and improved space 
management.

Analytics Optimization Cloud / SaaS

5.

From the obvious...

...to the less obvious...

Connected spaces extend
beyond your imagination

...with additional applications being
discovered
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What can you transform?6. Increasing output and utilization7. Reducing operating costs8.
Creating outstanding 
workplace experiences9.

Mobile apps Voice-enabled Sentiment

10. Top 10 features and capabilities

1. Real estate and facilities management
2. Improve space & facility utilization
3. Create a better workplace experience
4. Boost facility operations and 

maintenance efficiency
5. Optimize lease administration and 

accounting
6. Maximize capital projects
7. Create more efficient reporting
8. Virtualize facilities assets, space and 

resources
9. Connects data from external systems and 

IoT technologies
10. Available as on-premises, SaaS or 

through hybrid deployment models

Today, only...

...buildings need improvement in...

...through perceptive apps and voice

of workers report being fully 
satisfied with their workspace11%

Air Quality Noise Temperature Lighting

Sensor-enabled infrastructure...

...can lead to

savings in lifecycle costs for 
new infrastructure3-7%
reduction in energy 
consumption29%
decrease in 
maintenance cost25%

Utilities HVAC Power 
Consumption

Smart
Meters

Optimizing instrumented workspaces...

...can lead to

increased facilities 
utilization20%
reduction in space 
demand50%

Meeting 
Rooms

Automating
Scheduling

Hot Desks/
Kiosks

Location 
Services
Wayfinding 
and tracking

Strategy
Portfolio and space 
optimization

Access /
Security
Badge in, 
cameras, 
perimeter doors, 
floors, occupancy

Energy
Certification
Regulatory 
tracking and 
reporting

HVAC
Fans, variable air 
volume, air quality

Lighting
Occupancy 
sensing

Occupants
Improve 
workplace 
experience

24/7 Monitoring
Condition 
monitoring, parking 
lot utilization

Spaces
Efficient space,
occupancy utilization

Warranty
Managing 
maintenance costs


